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Abstract

Designing and implementing a lesson plan is a complex process, so that according to several studies, the pre-service EFL teachers still had difficulties during designing and implementing a lesson plan. As novice designers, pre-service EFL teachers still lack of knowledge and expertise. Therefore, this study aims to find out the voices of the pre-service EFL teachers about their own experiences in designing and implementing their lesson plans. Five pre-service EFL teachers who had experienced to design and implement a lesson plan in the teaching practicum program during the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak at Senior High Schools in Karawang were recruited as the research participants. This study uses a qualitative approach and uses collective case studies research design. Online written interviews and virtual observation were conducted to collect data as information to answer the research question, and the interview data were then analyzed using thematic analysis. This research found out that designing and implementing lesson plans practiced by the pre-service EFL teachers during the teaching programs were perceived as decision-making process, non-negotiable process, and challenging process.
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INTRODUCTION

Designing a lesson plan in language teaching practice is an essential part of pedagogical procedures since it guides overall activities for the teacher in classroom activities. The successes of teachers in the classroom to gain the learning objectives mostly depend on the effective lesson plan and its implementation. This is because effective teaching deals with effective lesson planning (Johnson, 2000; Sahin-Taskin, 2017). As lesson plan designers in the novice stage (Enow & Goodwyn, 2018), pre-service EFL teachers may not have more experience, knowledge, expertise, fluency, and efficiency in the teaching field as what the experience English teachers have (Gün 2014; Kola, 2019; Li & Weicheng, 2017). Tagle et al. (2020) reported in their study that to design lesson plans, pre-service EFL teachers should be equipped with several types of knowledge: pedagogical content knowledge, content knowledge, educational knowledge, curricular knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, and knowledge of learners. Therefore, designing a lesson plan is known as not an
easy process, but it is a complex and challenging process.

Although pre-service EFL teachers have been prepared in university preparation programs to create and plan particular learning instructions (Land & Rubin 2018), most of them still not able to design an effective lesson plan. Pre-service EFL teachers are revealed they still find it challenging on how to design an appropriate assessment, and are dominant to use traditional teaching and learning approach, and lack of knowledge on how to evaluate the learning process and determine the students’ achievement degree (Boikutso, 2010; Cooper Hansen, 2006).

Furthermore, previous authors’ works provide clear pieces of evidence of how complex and challenging pre-service EFL teachers try to design and implement their lesson plans into their classrooms. Sahin-Taskin (2017) reported that pre-service EFL teachers cannot adapt the particular activities on the followed guide book, textbook, modules, or syllabus. Furthermore, they also have difficulty understanding their students’ needs, levels, and characteristics because they do not have enough time to observe them. Thus, pre-service EFL teachers are also mostly faced difficulties in choosing and developing appropriate learning activities related to their students’ interest, need and level.

Furthermore, Ansyari (2018) also reported that during the process of designing a lesson plan, most pre-service EFL teachers are still struggling on how to write good learning objectives, defining their role as teachers, determine the learning activities, and have difficulty in allocating much of the time pre-service EFL teachers needed for the learning activities.

Alanazi (2019) additionally reported that many pre-service EFL teachers still faced the problem of designing appropriate activities because they struggle to choose the final activities. They also have difficulty knowing how to apply the teaching method because pre-service EFL teachers are lack proficiency to determine the appropriate teaching method and technique.

Moreover, the 21st century and COVID-19 pandemic demand indirectly expect them to design and implement lesson plans that integrate technology in the teaching and learning process and do physical distancing. This kind of lesson plan is termed a technology-infused lesson plan due to lesson plan can facilitate teachers to integrate technology in the classroom (Janssen et al., 2019).

Consequently, pre-service English teachers must be competent to create learning activities and select appropriate technology in their classroom, to prevent losing their students’ learning motivation and confidence toward the language learning purposes (Rahimi & Pourshahbaz, 2019). However, according to a previous study conducted by Janssen et al. (2019), pre-service teachers only had adequate occasion to integrate technology with pedagogy and content.

Furthermore, from previous works that empirically show how complex and struggling designing lesson plan process is, these obstacles may affect pre-service EFL teachers’ evaluation toward designing lesson plan process. This will further affect pre-service EFL teachers’ ideas and original insight into their perceptions. In addition, being observed and evaluated by the university supervisor or mentor during processing teaching practicum is affecting pre-service EFL teachers’ anxiety because they are afraid to make any mistake (Paker, 2011). Therefore, to fill this void, this research attempts to explore deeper pre-service EFL teachers’ experiences toward the process in designing their lesson plan in a teaching practicum and explore their experiences in implementing their original lesson plan during the COVID-19 outbreak.

This study is aimed to know pre-service EFL teachers’ responses toward experiencing to design and implement lesson plan for online language learning in teaching practicum at senior high schools. Therefore, this study explores the experience of designing and implementing lesson plan that practiced by pre-service EFL teachers. This is in line with the research formulation of the research problem follow:

1. How are pre-service EFL teachers’ experiences in designing and implementing lesson plan in teaching practicum program during online learning?

In addition, taking into account the research’s practical and theoretical significance, thus this research’s findings may provide significant insights for pre-service EFL teachers concerning designing and implementing lesson plans and indirectly show obstacles that mostly they faced. Additionally, this study is also able to provide acknowledge about pre-service EFL teachers’ professional competence development and it could show the merits of designing lesson plans especially practiced by pre-service EFL teachers.
Designing Lesson Plan for Online Learning

The lesson planning cycle is principally divided into several parts: designing the plan, implementing the plan, and evaluating the plan (Farrell, 2002). As the initial step in the lesson planning cycle, designing a lesson plan is termed as teachers’ daily decision-making process to effectively achieve learning outcomes, before, during, and after the lesson, since it is a beneficial process that easier for teachers to outline the materials, content, timing, sequencing, activities, and also to prevent the unpredictable movements in the classroom (Farrell, 2002). Therefore, designing a lesson plan needs a particular ability to combine particular components for the language teaching process to become coherent and help teachers planning the language classroom activities.

However, since there is no certain framework that should be followed by pre-service EFL teachers for designing a lesson plan, thus lesson plan components themselves can be constructed by learning objective, introduction, input, activity, and review (Johnson, 2000). Meanwhile, Ruys, Keer, & Aelterman (2012) mentioned that a lesson plan could consist of learning objectives, materials, procedures, time, and evaluation.

However, in the Indonesian context, based on Indonesian Minister of National Education and Culture Regulation Number 14 the Year 2019, lesson plan components are divided into three main elements, they are (1) learning goal, (2) learning procedures, and (3) assessments. This lesson plan model is called “a Single sheet lesson plan”. It could help EFL teachers freely design, develop and use their lesson plan based on three main principles; effective, efficient, and centered on learners. Furthermore, this lesson plan framework is also appropriate for easier designing online learning during the COVID-19 outbreak.

Online learning can be defined as all types of learning via computers, such as E-learning, Web-based training, Computer-based training, or Technology-based instruction (Carliner, 2004). Therefore, designing online learning courses can be termed technology-infused lesson plans (Janssen, Knoef, & Lazonder, 2019). A technology-infused lesson plan integrates technology into the pedagogical process and lesson plan preparation process (Janssen, Knoef, & Lazonder, 2019). Thus, teachers can use technology in online learning for managing, developing, or delivering learning materials to attain future results (Carliner, 2004).

Janssen & Lazonder (2016) reported that the quality of a lesson plan with technology integration support that pre-service teachers will design would be better than the lesson plan without technology support. Therefore, before planning a lesson, teachers must consider several main points, such as learning goals, technology that will be integrated, and project issues (Carliner, 2004). Then, as another beginning step, pre-service teachers who will design technology-infused lesson plans should be equipped with technology pedagogical and content information first, both in an integrated way or a separate way. Therefore, pre-service teachers can fully integrate technological, pedagogical, and content during designing lesson plans for online learning since they are already equipped with rich information backgrounds.

Pre-service EFL Teachers: Novice Lesson Plan Designers

Teachers who have experienced learning and teaching English lessons as a foreign language are termed pre-service EFL teachers (Hudson, Nguyen & Hudson, 2008; Amalia & Imperiani, 2013). This means pre-service EFL teachers are also those who have experienced writing lesson plans in teaching practicum. Enow & Goodwyn (2018) revealed that pre-service EFL teachers are lesson plan designers in the novice stage. Thus, pre-service EFL teachers can learn to write a good lesson plan from more experienced teachers and see how they implement it into the class (Woodward 2001).

Previous works prove that most pre-service EFL teachers are still facing many difficulties and obstacles in designing a particular lesson plan. Boikhutso (2010) testified that pre-service EFL teachers still struggle to design meaningful instructional objectives, dominant in using traditional teaching and learning approaches, and lack knowledge on how to evaluate the learning process and determine the students’ achievement degree. In addition, Sahin-Taskin, (2017) reported that pre-service EFL teachers are also lack of ability to adapt the particular learning activities and have difficulty understanding the students’ needs, levels, and characteristics. In a study from Ansyari (2018), pre-service EFL teachers are also still struggling to write good learning objectives, define their role as teachers, and determine the learning activities. They have difficulty in allocating much of the time pre-
service EFL teachers needed for the learning activities.

Therefore, to design better lesson plans, Farrell (2002) suggested several initial things that pre-service EFL teachers should follow. The first way is by writing clear, appropriate, and observable learning outcomes. Farrell (2002) argues that the well-written outcomes on learning objectives themselves will help teachers focus on what students have to learn and guide them to choose the appropriate directions and activities. The next way is determining the steps of activities to accomplish the outlined learning objectives. In addition, Shrum and Glisan (1994), cited in Farrell (2002), reported steps of learning procedures themselves can be started by reviewing the previous activities, performing stimulation, presenting the instruction, closing, and following new activities.

Implementing the Plan

However, the most important and difficult phase after preparing the lesson is implementing the lesson plan itself. Farrell (2002) suggested two crucial things that teachers should notice in implementing the lesson plan phase; lesson variety and lesson rapidity. Teachers can vary the lesson activity choices and delivery by changing the tempo or by varying the activities’ difficulty level to avoid students’ boredom. Lesson timing can be developed by setting a not too long or too short activity, running together with the chosen techniques for delivering the activities and make clear activities’ transition (Brown (1994) cited in Farrell, 2002). In addition, Farrell (2002) argues teachers can also vary the lesson only by transform the class organization.

METHODOLOGY

This study aims to explore pre-service EFL teachers’ experiences designing and implementing their lesson plans in teaching practicum program during the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak. This study uses a qualitative study and is designed to acquire particular information of the situation is examined as much as possible based on participants’ perspectives (Creswell, 2014).

The qualitative approach was used in this study because the collected data were in sentences, phrases, clauses, and words and then classified into particular categories to get a conclusion (Creswell, 2014). Therefore, a research design used by the researcher was a case study since the phenomenon that the researcher had explored was related to professional practice, and a case study can be used to analyze a particular process (Baxter & Jack, 2008). In addition, the kind of case study that the researcher had used was the collective case study. This means the experience of designing and implementing lesson plans can be explored using case study research design.

Research Site and Participant

The participants involved in this study were five pre-service EFL teachers studying in an Indonesian state University in Karawang and doing teaching practicum in some schools in Karawang. The participants were recruited based on their willingness to participate in this study by filling out a consent form. Next, the participants were selected by checking the specific qualification requirements, such as having some basic knowledge about lesson planning in their university. The selected participants also had experienced in designing lesson plans during the teaching practicum program in the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak. All of the participants’ names in this study were in pseudonym.

Data Collection Technique

The data of this research were all phrases and clauses given by pre-service English teachers about their experience in designing and implementing lesson plans during their teaching practicum program. In this study, the researcher used online written open-ended interviews for collecting the data. The online written interview was divided into two sections and conducted via Google form and WhatsApp. In addition, the interview’s technique procedures themselves were adopted from Heigham and Croker (2009) steps guidance:

1. Preparing an interview by outlining a list of questions.
2. Setting up the interview by determining when, where and how long the interview will be conducted.
3. Getting the interaction right by opening the interview, going into the topics, and moving from one topic to the other.
4. Transcribe the data of the interview.

Furthermore, other techniques like documentation also will be conducted by researchers as the additional research technique.
Instrumentation

In determining the interview instruments, the researcher adopted Farrell’s (2002) design and implementing lesson plan theory as the indicators. Next, the researcher developed the indicators to become a list of interview questions. First of all, the researchers translated the list of questions into the Indonesian language to easier for the participants to understand and answer the questions. The researcher changed the structure of words and sentences without changing the meaning of the questions.

Data Analysis

Furthermore, after conducting the transcribing process toward the participants’ interview results, thus researcher used thematic analysis procedures by Braun & Clarke’ (2012) as the main methodology to analyze and interpret the data. Furthermore, the steps are; (1) Familiarization, (2) Coding, (3) Finding themes, (4) Reviewing themes, (5) Defining and naming themes, (6) producing the report.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Results

Decision making process

The finding shows that designing and implementing lesson plans is admitted as a decision-making process. The data illustrate that pre-service EFL teachers had experienced choosing, collecting, and organizing the appropriate and interesting learning material for their students during designing lesson plans in teaching practicum programs.

During the teaching practicum program, how the participants selected the relevant and appropriate learning material for their students is represented in the following online written interview’s answers.

“I had chosen appropriate learning materials for my students by considering current learning situations and conditions. I will choose the material that is easy to learn and easy to understand. This material is usually in the form of text and expressions. The material of course, is also based on the sources of learning materials that students have, learning material delivered in easy-to-understand language and using media that accessible for students.” (Vignette 1, Wati)

“Commonly, besides adjusting the curriculum, student needs, and the results of discussions with the mentor teacher, I will select learning materials considers to the materials related to students’ daily activities. Students will find it easier to learn material related to daily life and also material about things that are being discussed a lot, for example, procedure text material, about how they apply health protocols in their daily life.” (Vignette 2, Putri)

Based on the interview data in Vignette 1, Wati stated that she had experienced setting and selecting the learning material by considering the learning condition and easy and comprehensible learning materials. In addition, Wati also had experienced creating learning materials about the genre of text and expression related to students’ real life by using accessible learning media. It is in line with the data revealed by Putri in vignette 2 that she had experienced selecting appropriate and interesting learning materials by organizing the learning activity related to students’ daily activities, current issues, or phenomena.

Furthermore, considering how the participants choose the appropriate learning materials’ sources, one of the pre-service EFL teachers creates the learning materials by mixing the materials from the internet and students’ handbooks. This is implied from Noer in her interview session as follows.

“By picking of from for several references, such as from the internet and several student handbooks, then I will choose which one is more suitable to be selected and be taught to students or I would mix the material from these two references.” (Vignette 3, Noer)

Based on the interview data in Vignette 3, Noer explains that she chooses to use the internet and the students’ guidance book as her learning material sources. Thus, the data shows that pre-service EFL teacher had experienced the decision-making process of the lesson plan design by deciding whether Noer will choose the most appropriate learning material from the internet or students’ guidance book.

In addition, the pre-service EFL teachers also had practiced in decision-making process during designing lesson plan by trying to conceptualize and create learning contents inspired by others, such as their tutors and the tutors in the online videos.

“I create my learning content inspired by tutors and some youtube videos. Because it is virtual learning, I have to master several virtual tools, such as video editing. The content that I create aims to make students not bored with the material, so I will make video content of the material using PowerPoint.
which is then added with a recording of my explanation.” (Vignette 4, Noer)

Based on the data of the interview in Vignette 4, the data expose that Noer had practiced creatively create her lesson content. Her decision to make learning contents was inspired by the videos of learning contents made by their mentor and from the YouTube website. For setting and presenting her learning content, she will make an interesting video by putting the collected learning materials into the attractive Microsoft PowerPoint template added with recording audio of explanation in it. This aimed to engage students learning motivation.

Moreover, the pre-service EFL teachers also admitted that they had faced the decision-making process in designing lesson plans by planning and setting the realistic lesson timing; formulating and sequencing a lesson; arranging the learning activities ‘sequences and transitions; and organizing delivery of learning activities and learning speed variation while implementing the lesson.

“Because the allocation of learning time is 2 x 45 minutes, I usually will explain the material for 30 minutes, do reading, speaking, listening, or writing activities (chosen according to material needs) for 30 minutes, then in the last 30 minutes I will provide evaluation questions by asking again about the material that has been studied previously.” (Vignette 5, Wati).

“By carrying out learning in from easy to difficult level, first of all at the beginning of learning, I will give a detailed explanation of the material, and then continued by doing exercises.” (Vignette 6, Wati)

“Learning activities are adjusted based on the needs of the material being studied. For example, if the material is about a narrative text, then the activity I choose is writing with students, usually writing down their experiences and then reading and speaking by reading out the writing results. However, if the material is about expression, students are usually required to carry out conversations with their friends.” (Vignette 7, Wati)

“I try to vary the learning activities delivery by choosing the appropriate language style and easy to understand.” (Vignette 8, Wati)

“In delivering the material, it is attempted to be delivered at a tempo that is not too slow and not too fast so that students can understand the material well.” (Vignette 9, Noer)

The interview data from some participants show several additional decision-making processes practiced by pre-service EFL teachers in designing and implementing lesson plans. For example, in vignette 5, Wati explains that she had to set the lesson timing by dividing the 90 minutes of available learning time into explaining the materials and guiding several learning activities of four different skills (reading, speaking, listening, and writing), including assessment. Wati, in vignette 7 exposed that she had to arrange and select the appropriate learning activities based on what learning material that students have to learn. She chooses writing, reading, and speaking activity whenever the learning material is about text genre like narrative text. In contrast, she chooses pair conversation as the learning activity whenever the learning material is about daily expressions.

In vignette 8, Wati also reported that she had to creatively determine how to vary the learning activities delivery. Wati tried to vary her learning activities delivery by using the attractive and easy-to-understand expressions. Based on Vignette 6, the extra decision-making process that Wati had experienced was outlining her lesson sequence by organizing the learning activities from the easiest to the hardest, in which students were asked to analyze the text first, then they tried to create their own text. In addition, in vignette 9, Noer had tried to set the tempo of the learning materials delivery in a moderate way.

**Non-negotiable process**

The findings expose that designing a lesson plan that pre-service EFL teachers had experienced is viewed as a non-negotiable process because it consists of a systematic-determined process in syllabus and curriculum. During the practice of designing a lesson plan, the pre-service EFL teachers cannot determine the duration and the amount of time needed in every week and meeting by themselves and this is a non-negotiable process. This is because learning time durations had been determined in the curriculum and syllabus.

“The length of learning timing in class is adjusted to the curriculum used and the rules of the school itself. Considering the current online learning, learning time in class is very limited, so students can receive learning materials well.” (Vignette 10, Putri)

“Total of lesson time duration is 45x2 minutes or about 90 minutes for each meeting a week.” (Vignette 11, Eva)

Based on the data of the interview in Vignette 10, Putri explains that learning time duration has
been determined by the curriculum and the school regulation itself. In addition, in vignette 10, Putri also says that the school limits the learning time duration to maintain the students' focus on online learning. In vignette 11, Eva reported that there are only 90 minutes available learning time duration a week.

In addition, the further data indicates while planning the learning material, the theme or topic for each lesson had been determined and arranged in the curriculum and syllabus.

“The material I made was adjusted to the syllabus, and then by perforce, students would accept the material I gave. Students would love to learn to depend on the teacher's characteristic or teaching style itself. In the teaching practicum program, I tried to share stories about my experience as a transition in delivering the material. In less formal class situations, students will not feel awkward to ask questions and involve themselves to discuss the material.” (Vignette 12, Eva)

Based on the data of the interview in Vignette 12, Eva admitted that the learning material designed by her was selected based on what has been provided and arranged in the syllabus. Furthermore, she argued that her teaching style would affect whether her students liked or disliked the learning materials. Thus, Eva tried to vary the learning materials delivery by adding several kinds of transitions.

**Challenging process**

The last finding of this research shows that designing and then implementing a lesson plan is quite complex and challenging. Based on the data about their experiences in designing and implementing lesson plan, the pre-service EFL teachers found difficult to find and arrange the learning material. In addition, another data exposes that pre-service EFL teachers are challenged by a lack of available learning sources references.

“I'm having difficulty with the learning source. I use sources from school, one book, and one textbook. But from both sources were limited, and the discussion was minimal, so I had to look for other sources, and it wasn’t easy to find because it had to be real books that were used by teachers.” (Vignette 13, Eva)

In the online written interview, Eva exposed that in the process of selecting and organizing learning material, she felt difficult to find the appropriate materials for the lesson since there are lacks of available learning material references.

In addition, Eva also admitted that she struggled how to find the appropriate way to deliver her lesson material.

“There are certain difficulties. But for me, it might be in the way the material is delivered, such as it is difficult to determine the method, especially for four meetings so that students do not feel bored.” (Vignette 14, Eva)

In Vignette 14, Eva says that she found difficulty in determining the delivery of the learning material. This is because Eva had to avoid students' boredom by using different variations in the delivery of the learning activities.

Meanwhile, extra data reported the other obstacles faced by the pre-service teachers in designing lesson plans.

“Yes, it's hard. As I wrote earlier, that when compiling and selecting learning activities, we must adapt to the needs of the students themselves. In addition, the current conditions where the implementation of online learning is also a difficult reason to choose appropriate learning activities.” (Vignette 15, Putri)

“As I told you before, the learning activities are quite difficult. This online learning makes the space for students and teachers become limited.” (Vignette 16, Lia)

Based on the data of the interview in Vignette 15, Putri had difficulties on how to adjust the learning activities with the students’ needs. Putri also explains that it is difficult to find the appropriate lesson activities for online learning. In line with the data of the interview in Vignette 16, Lia exposes that it is also difficult for her to conduct learning activities in online learning. As a beginner, Lia argued that it was not easy for her to design and adopt learning activities for online learning. According to her, online learning obstructs her movements to implement the planned learning activities.

Moreover, the participants show the additional challenges in implementing lesson plans for online learning, and some of the unexpected changes often occur on the following prepared lesson plan components.

“The lesson timing, it is because sometimes we can't implement the time we designed in the lesson plans when practicing the learning process.” (Vignette 17, Putri)

“In the main activity, it is because sometimes in the middle of an explanation, students ask to
explain material that they didn’t know before. So as a teacher, I also have to be quick to answer and explain any unexpected questions from students.” (Vignette 18, Lia)

Based on the data of the interview in vignette 17, Putri explains that lesson timing is the component of the lesson plan that often changes in the implementation process. Putri faced difficulty in implementing the designed lesson timing on her lesson plan into her language classes. Furthermore, in vignette 18, Lia shows that lesson plan component that often changes in the implementation process that struggled by her is lesson main activity. Lia explains that during implementing the main lesson activities she often faced unpredicted movement during the teaching process, as she has to answer several random questions from her students about the previous learning materials.

Discussion of the Findings

Based on the research findings, it can be concluded that designing and implementing a lesson plan is perceived as a decision-making process for the pre-service EFL teachers. Therefore, it can be implied that pre-service EFL teachers serve as the decision-makers in the lesson plan design process. In designing and implementing lesson plans during the teaching program, pre-service teachers were required to effectively decide on how they will lead their language learning to achieve the learning objectives.

This is in line with Farrell (2002), who defined designing lesson plans as teachers’ daily decision-making process to effectively achieve learning outcomes. Furthermore, the collected data on this research findings show that the pre-service EFL teachers are involved in decision-making activities while designing a lesson plan, and such activities are (1) determining and organizing the appropriate and interesting learning material for their students; (2) conceptualizing and creating learning content; (3) planning and setting the realistic lesson timing; (4) formulating lesson sequencing; (5) choosing and controlling the learning activity arrangement and transition; and (6) determining the speed of learning variation and varying the delivers learning activities while implementing the lesson.

Furthermore, the second finding of designing a lesson plan can be categorized as a non-negotiable process. According to the collected data, there are several things in designing and implementing lesson plans that had been systematically determined. It can be exposed to pre-service EFL teachers’ experiences during the practice of designing lesson plans in terms of determining the theme or topic of their learning materials. Therefore, since the topics of the learning materials have been determined by the curriculum and syllabus, pre-service EFL teachers had only to develop the learning contents related to the provided topics by selecting the particular materials from books, YouTube, or another internet platform. However, they also had to arrange the learning material as creatively as possible.

In addition, the second thing that had been systematically determined by school is the amount of learning time duration. Learning time duration is arranged based on the applied curriculum and the school regulation itself. In online learning, the learning time duration is limited by the school to maintain students’ focus. For the example, the data show the provided learning time duration on the curriculum and syllabus is 90 minutes for each meeting a week.

The third finding is not something new that is commonly found out in the results of research related to this topic. The previous works examined by the researcher showed that most of the other research findings, which the data show that pre-service EFL teachers had challenged to adapt learning activities for online learning since their movement got limited. Pre-service EFL teachers also had difficulties finding the appropriate learning materials and learning activities. Moreover, pre-service EFL teachers still faced difficulty in implementing the designed lesson timing on their lesson plan and often faced unpredicted movement during the teaching process, as they have to answer several random questions from their students about the previous learning materials. These findings confirm the previous studies that pre-service EFL teachers are still facing many difficulties and obstacles during designing lesson plans (Alanazi, 2019; Ansyari, 2018; Boikhutso, 2010; Sahin-Taskin, 2017).

CONCLUSION

The designing lesson plan is beneficial to outline and set particular lesson procedures, remind the considered steps of learning, remember learning objectives that students have to reach, and as a future reference to better improve the future lesson process. It is in line with a previous study by Capel et
al. (2018) that designing a lesson plan is useful in delivering the lesson. In addition, by designing and implementing a lesson plan, pre-service teachers will become more confident because they already know exactly what they are going to do in class since the lesson plan is viewed as a map.

This study is aimed to know pre-service EFL teachers’ responses toward experiencing to design and implement a lesson plan for online language learning in teaching practicum at senior high schools. Therefore, this study explores the experience of designing and implementing lesson plans that practiced by pre-service EFL teachers. In addition, considering the research’s practical and theoretical significance, thus this research’s findings may provide significant insights for pre-service EFL teachers concerning the process of designing and implementing a lesson plan and also indirectly show obstacles that mostly appear. Additionally, this study can also acknowledge the decision-making and development process in designing and implementing a lesson plans, especially practiced by pre-service EFL teachers.

This study uses a qualitative approach and uses collective case studies research design. Participants in this study involved five pre-service EFL teachers who had experienced designing lesson plans during the teaching practicum program in the COVID-19 Pandemic outbreak. Online written interviews and virtual documentation are conducted to obtain data information related to the research question, and the interview data were then analyzed using thematic analysis.

According to the research findings and discussion, designing and implementing a lesson plan during teaching practicum program at Senior High School in Karawang is viewed by pre-service EFL teachers as a decision-making process since pre-service EFL teachers have to decide to set and arrange ideas to select and organize the appropriate and interesting learning material, learning content; lesson timing, lesson sequencing; learning activity delivery. Furthermore, as a non-negotiable process, designing and implementing a lesson plan consists of several points that pre-service EFL teachers cannot originally set and organize, such as lessons’ topics and available lesson times for each day and week. Besides that, pre-service EFL teachers were distracted by several obstacles during designing and implementing their lesson plans that make this process so challenging.

The researcher totally realizes that this research is still far from being perfect. However, hopefully, this research can provide beneficial information for the future researcher about the language teaching professional development process, especially in designing and implementing lesson plan process practiced by pre-service EFL teachers. It is also hopeful that this research may have a beneficial contribution in lesson plan design by pre-service EFL teachers.
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